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This Spanish work demon is ideal for reviewing the spot's tendencies. It includes two parts: corresponding and short answer sentences with translation work. Includes the following spot tendencies: dentro de debajo de cerca de encima de encima de en frente de entre al lado detrás de lejos de afuera de arriba de This worksheet requires your Spanish student to determine the
correct location of the item in the classroom picture. Spanish Tendency 1 Overall download collection for only $99 (school license) This is one of the premium 1058heets available to members. Membership costs $4 per month, and you can cancel anytime. Sign up immediately here. Tagged as: classes, classrooms, identifying, location, objects, objects, tendencies, tendencies,
Spanish tendencies places in Spanish, LAS PREPOSICIONES DE LUGAR, are words like Sobre (on) and Debajo (below) that are commonly used to show the location of one object associated with the other. In this lesson, you'll find a list of place tendencies in Spanish, and more importantly, how to use them with ESTAR verbs to make meaningful sentences. Let's get started...
Introduction to vocabulary: The list of place tendencies in SpanishPrepositions is really important and often has many uses in language. One of the common uses when learning Spanish is to use a place tendency to say where classroom objects are located as in El escritorio está frente a la pizarra (the table is in front of the board). In addition, the Spanish tendency can also be
used for other purposes such as giving instructions as in the verse of El banco está junto al hospital (the Bank is next to the hospital). In these two sentences, both the words FRENTE A and JUNTO A are inclinations. Before reaching the next section, please take a few minutes to watch this interesting video show all the tendencies of places in language by using raccoons and
boxes for example, in addition to other objects. Sometimes these words can be used without adding objects, for example Está encima, but the best way is to use them along with DE tendencies plus other objects as references, for example Está encima de la caja. The picture below shows some objects and a list of place tendencies in Spanish that we can use to show the location
of objects, for example: El pingüino pequeño está junto al pingüino grande. Las preposiciones de lugarAsking about locations in Spanish - ¿Dónde está ...? First, to ask about locations in Spanish, we need an uninsponsional sedation of ESTAR in the form of ESTÁ for one such object in ¿Dónde está el carro? and ESTÁN for some as in ¿Dónde estánde losing carrots?. that you
must use the correct article for sure before noun, which in this case is CARRO. Basically, the question asking the location of objects in Spanish will follow the structure:¿Dónde + están + article + object? Listen to the two examples below using this structure:¿Dónde está el libro? – El Libro está dentro de la is this book? - This book is in the box¿Dónde están lose libros? - Los libros
están dentro de la cajaWhere are the books? – These books are in the ESTAR box with a tendency of places in ayatESTAR playing an important role when making sentences with a place tendency in Spanish. You'll notice that we used definite articles EL, LA, LOS, LAS and unA uns specified articles before the names of things, for example: EL HOSPITAL (hospital) and UNA
CAJA (box). You can use ESTAR with the following inclinations of this structure:Article + object + estar (to be) + spot tendency + article + objectla regla está dentro de la caja / El gato está en el jarrónSeperti mentioned above, Some spot tendencies in Spanish are represented by two or three words, for example: ENCIMA + DE (encima de), EN + MEDIO + DE (en medio de) etc. If
we ignore some of the phrases, we can change the meaning of what we want to say. Interestingly, the DE word will change to DEL when used before masculine nouns such as HOTELS. This means that we must say del hotel instead of de el hotel, join DE plus EL in the word DEL. The same rules apply to A+ EL tendencies, which you might use in Junto a el perro (not right), but
here we replace A EL for AL as in Junto al perro. Be aware that some tendencies can be dependent and can mean the same depending on contexts such as FRENTE A and ENFRENTE DE. Here is the last example group using the list of place tendencies in Spanish in real sentences. EN- Los libros están en la canastaThe books are in basketDENTRO DE - El gato está dentro de
la casaThe cat is inside houseJUNTO A - Los libros están junto a la computadoraThe books next to computerSOBRE/ENCIMA DE – El libro está sobre/encima de la cajaDEBAJO DE – El juguete está debajo de la sillaThe toy is located under the seat ofAFUERA DE/FUERA DE – Las chart están fuera de la papelera. Letters outside trash canFRENTE A/EN FRENTE DE - El
restaurant está frente al/enfrente del hotelThere is the restaurant in front of the hotelDETRÁS DE - Ella está detrás del chico altoShe is behind guyARRIBA DE high - La pintura está arriba del painting libreroThe is over the bookshelves of PracticeExtra:See the image below and then do some research on the names of these objects. After that, test yourself and see if you can
actually use the Spanish tendency of a place in new situations. Compare your sentences to the examples provided in the lessons and if possible, leave a comment below with your favorite sentences. Practicando las preposiciones de lugarRelated Spain Worksheets: Training on our website is designed for beginners and mid-level students. A certain one will help you practice using
tendencies in Spanish, with particular emphasis on problem areas such as para vs por, and others ¡Suerte! PARA or POR? 1 PARA or POR? 2 PARA or POR? 3 PARA or POR? 4 PARA or POR? 5 NEW! Personal Person in Spanish 1 PERSONAL A in Spanish 2 Which tendency - EN or A? 1 Which tendency - EN or A? 2 Spanish tendency: EN, A, DE 1 Spain's Tendency: EN, A,
DE 2 Spanish Tendencies: EN, A, DE 3 Using tendency con 1 Mixed Proposition 2 Mixed Recommendations 3 Inclination 3 Tendencies 4 Time tendencies 1 Tendency of time 2 Inclinations location 1 Presposition location 2 words where HECE, DESDE 1 Which words - HACE, DESDE HACE, or DESDE? 2 Spanish compound tendency of 1 Spanish compound tendency of 2
Spanish compounds tendency 3 OTHER HOME GRAMMAR TRAINING: LearnEnglishFeelGood.com BusinessEnglishSite.com EnglishForMyJob.com ESLPDF.com Infosquares.com CONTACT US: info (at) learnspanishfeelgood (dot) com (c) 2008-2020 LearnSpanishFeelGood.com (division LearnEnglishFeelGood.com). Copyright. Please read our content policy before sharing
our content. Helo! This escalation of the job will help you practice vocabulary for home as well as sentence structures using ESTAR verbs (to be) plus the tendency of places in Spanish. Part of the work environment also focuses on vocabulary for home objects in the living room and bedroom. We hope that training in PDF Worksheet will help you to get the best out of this topic.
¡Buena suerte! Instructions:Students can self-employ or pair to complete training on these squatters. First, look at the images in the work poem. To exercise on the left, you need to choose a place tendency in Spanish that best fits each sentence about home from both options available. For a second exercise, you actually fill the empty with the right tendencies. It's really important
to know the vocabulary for objects in the living room and bedroom in Spanish to find this exercise easier. Work information:Level: BeginnersSkill: Vocabulary/Grammar lessons: Spot tendency in The Worksheet PDF Spanish activity DownloadExtra:As suggested by the PDF workstation, take a picture of the room in your home. You can print them and different object numbers in the
room with a marker, and then describe throughout the class where the object is by using ESTAR + tendency of places. You can also find pictures of rooms online and do the same. USO DE LAS PREPOSICIONES A, CON, DE, DESDE, EN FORMA • Son of aunque divariables A+ EL = AL • Van delante del nombre al que acompañan • A también va delante de infinitivo A Sea para
expresar: Destino: Llega a Madrid mañana Hora: Empiezo las 8 Objetivo/finalidad/Compleomento comprar el pan Complemento directo de persona: Dia visto tu marido en la cafetería CON Se USA expresar: Compañía: Vive con sus padres Instrumento/modo: has made with pencil and paper DE Used to express: Possession: De Bahan: I want a wool sweater Origin in space and
time: Kafe Este is from Colombia. Colombia. 9 to 5. Mode: Grandpa is always in a good mood. Day time when saying clock: It's 5 in the morning Details description: Girls in the hat and bearded man FROM It used to state: Origins in time and space: Wine runs from his village We lived here since 1997. EN Used to state: Venue/Position: I saw it on the transport Medium schedule: I'd
fly and go back with a boat time: Santiago came in April. In autumn the leaves fell from the tree. There are sedicences that always bring fixed tendencies, for example: going to + infinitive, dreaming, remember, think last night I dreamed of my cousin Luz I thought a lot about you Did you remember us? Beach, swimming pool, bicycle, supermarket, 1492, park, train, television,
village, university, kitchen, Example bed: My friends have arrived on the train from Paris. 1. We live in Andalusia. 2.Me met Sarita and Vincent 3. I can't shower because I'm allergic to chlorine. 4. We have been on vacation 5. Yesterday I saw the Italian film 6. I was sick and I lived 7. I met my wife walking dog. 8. Where is your husband? , make food. 9. I usually buy from the center.
10. My children always go to school. 11. The first Spanish grammar was published. .
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